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Abstract:

Background:

Few large studies have examined correlations between anxiety and body mass index (BMI) by gender or racial groups using clinical
data.

Objective:

This  study  aimed  to  determine  associations  between  diagnosed  anxiety  disorders  and  BMI,  and  evaluate  whether  observed
associations varied by demographic characteristics.

Method:

Data from the Rochester Epidemiology Project (REP) data linkage system were analyzed to examine associations between anxiety
disorders and BMI among adults ages 18-85 residing in Olmsted County, MN in 2009 (n=103,557). Height and weight data were
available for 75,958 people (73%). The international classification of underweight, overweight, and obesity by BMI was used.

Results:

Population consisted of 56% females, 92.8% White individuals, with median age of 46 years. When adjusted for age, sex, and race,
we observed a U-shaped association between anxiety and BMI group. Underweight and obese individuals were more likely to have
an anxiety diagnosis compared to normal weight individuals. Stratification by sex yielded a U-shaped association between anxiety
and  BMI  only  in  women.  Stratification  by  race  showed  a  U-shaped  association  between  anxiety  and  BMI  only  in  the  White
population. Anxiety was significantly associated only with obesity in the Black population. Anxiety was not associated with a BMI
category in Asian or Hispanic groups. Among elderly group, there is inverse correlation between anxiety and obesity.

Conclusion:

Our results suggest that anxiety may have heterogeneous associations with BMI in the population. Further research on potential
mechanisms contributing to these findings will  help direct efforts in anxiety and obesity management across diverse population
groups.
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INTRODUCTION

Anxiety disorders are the most common class of mental health disorders worldwide and in the United States (US)
[1, 2]. The estimated lifetime prevalence of any anxiety disorder is over 15% [3]. Obesity is a global epidemic with
increasing prevalence in both developed and developing countries [4]. Although its overall prevalence has not increased
in  the  United  States,  it  remains  the  second  leading  cause  of  preventable  death  and  disability  in  the  US.  Using  the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) data, it  is estimated that more than one third of US
adults are obese [4]. Self-reported national survey data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)
reveals a significantly higher burden of obesity and risky health behavior among persons with a prior diagnosis of an
anxiety disorder [5]. Obesity is a strong predictor of chronic medical conditions and obesity-related chronic conditions
could increase the risk of anxiety [6 - 8]. Plausible biopsychosocial mechanisms linking anxiety and obesity have also
been proposed [9, 10].

The association between depression and obesity is well supported by systematic reviews and meta-analyses [11, 12].
Published reports have also shown significant associations between anxiety and obesity [13, 14]; however, in these
studies, calculation of body mass index (BMI) has been done from survey reports and the BMI based on self-reported
information underestimates its prevalence [15]. In addition, overweight/obese adults have been observed to have size
misperception and frequently underestimate their sizes [16]. The correlation between anxiety disorders and BMI derived
from clinical data has not been widely explored.

Similarly, several studies have reported on the associations between depression and BMI by race and gender [17,
18]. Only a handful of studies have looked into the correlation between anxiety and BMI separately in men and women,
different age groups, or among ethnic populations. Results from the BRFSS demonstrated differences in the prevalence
of both anxiety and depression among people with different BMI levels, but lifetime diagnoses of these conditions were
self-reported and while observed associations differed by sex, other demographic correlations were not closely explored
[19]. Therefore, it is not clear whether associations between anxiety and BMI vary in different populations.

The  bidirectional  relationship  between  obesity  and  major  depression  has  been  clearly  demonstrated;  obesity  at
baseline increased the risk of depression onset and vice versa [12]. For obesity management to be effective, co-morbid
depression also needs to be addressed. It is crucial that we likewise examine the relationship between BMI and anxiety
as well as identify relevant correlations that potentially can impact treatment response.

We  used  clinical  data  to  derive  population-based  estimates  of  diagnosed  anxiety  disorders  and  BMI  status  to
examine associations between diagnosed anxiety disorders and BMI, and to determine whether associations between
diagnosed anxiety and BMI varied in persons with different demographic characteristics.

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Data from the Rochester Epidemiology Project (REP) data linkage system were analyzed to examine associations
between anxiety disorders and BMI among adults ages 18-85 residing in Olmsted County, MN in 2009 (n=103,557).
The REP links data on medical care delivered at multiple health care institutions to virtually the entire population of
Olmsted County, MN; details of the project had previously been reported [17]. Computerized diagnostic indices of the
REP were searched electronically to extract all International Classification of Diseases, ninth revision (ICD-9) codes for
Charlson Index diagnoses, depression diagnoses and the following anxiety disorder codes: generalized anxiety disorder,
phobias (social phobia, agoraphobia with and without panic isolated phobias NEC and phobia NOS), panic disorder,
obsessive compulsive disorder,  post-traumatic  stress  disorder  (PTSD),  and anxiety  unspecified (anxiety  state  NOS,
organic anxiety syndrome) derived from any visit type. Electronic height and weight data were available for 75, 958
people (73%). The study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board.

Statistical Analysis

The BMI was calculated as kg/m2. Since the data were skewed, medians for BMI measurements were calculated and
categorized  into  underweight  (BMI<18.5),  normal  weight  (18.5≤BMI˂25),  overweight  (25≤BMI30),  and  obese
(BMI≥30) using the international classification of adult weight. Logistic regression models were used to estimate the
associations between any anxiety disorder and BMI categories with normal weight as the reference group. Multivariable
models were used to adjust for confounding effects of age, sex, race and Charlson Index. Stratified models were used to
assess potential interactions. Additional models were used to estimate the association between PTSD and BMI. Results
are  presented  as  odds  ratios  (ORs)  and  95%  confidence  intervals  (CIs).  All  analyses  were  performed  using  SAS,
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Version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS

The population consisted of 56% females (n=42,976), predominantly white individuals (92.8%), with a median (Q1,
Q3) Charlson score of 0 (0, 1) and the largest age group was between 29-49 years of age (Table 1). Median BMI was
lower  among  Asians  compared  to  other  ethnic  groups.  Overall,  only  5.2% (n=3,985)  had  an  ICD-9  coded  anxiety
disorder  diagnosis.  Generalized  anxiety  disorder  (GAD)  was  a  diagnosis  in  1%  of  the  individuals.  No  significant
associations  were  observed  between  median  BMI  and  specific  diagnoses  of  GAD,  phobias,  panic  disorder,  and
obsessive  compulsive  disorder.  However,  a  diagnosis  of  post-traumatic  stress  disorder  (PTSD)  and  other  anxiety
(anxiety state/anxiety disorder) were significantly associated with BMI (P value .001 and .02 respectively). There was a
diagnosis of depression for 26% and 8% of individuals with and without an anxiety disorder diagnosis.

Table 1. Population characteristics (Olmsted County 2009).

Characteristics N (%) BMI Median (Q1, Q3) P valuea

Sex
 Male 32,982 (43.4) 28.0 (25.0, 31.7) <.001
 Female 42,976 (56.6) 26.3 (22.7, 31.4)
Age group
 ≥18-29 17,247 (22.7) 24.5 (21.8, 28.7) <.001
 >29-49 26,734 (35.2) 27.3 (23.8, 31.8)
 >49-64 19,076 (25.1) 28.6 (25.1, 33.0)
 >64-85 12,901 (17.0) 28.1 (25.0, 31.8)
Race/ethnicity
 White 70,461 (92.8) 27.3 (23.8, 31.7) <.001
 Black 2,073 (2.7) 27.6 (23.7, 32.4)
 Asian 2,388 (3.1) 24.1 (21.7, 27.0)
 Hispanic 861 (1.1) 27.9 (24.5, 32.6)
 Other 175 (0.2) 28.5 (24.2, 32.5)
Anxiety
 No anxiety code 71,973 (94.8) 27.2 (23.7, 31.6)
 Generalized anxiety disorder 758 (1.0) 27.2 (23.6, 31.4) .65
 Phobias 379 (0.5) 27.4 (23.3, 33.3) .43
 Panic disorder 307 (0.4) 27.1 (23.6, 31.5) 1.00
 Obsessive compulsive disorder 173 (0.2) 26.5 (23.3, 30.7) .21
 Post-traumatic stress disorder 329 (0.4) 28.7 (24.0, 33.7) .001
 Other anxiety (anxiety state/anxiety disorder) 2,249 (3.0) 26.8 (23.3, 31.5) .02
 Any anxiety 3,985 (5.3) 27.1 (23.4, 31.8) .34
Abbreviations: BMI, Body Mass Index
aKruskal Wallace P-value comparing BMI across groups by demographics and anxiety diagnosis P-value

Table 2. Relationship between any anxiety and BMI (Olmsted County 2009).

Underweight
BMI<18.5

Normal weight
18.5≤BMI<25

Overweight
25≤BMI≥29

Obese
BMI≥30

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)
Unadjusted 1.41 (1.14, 1.75) Referent 0.85 (0.79, 0.92) 0.97 (0.90, 1.05)
Adjusted for age,
sex, race,
Charlson index

1.31 (1.06, 1.63) Referent 0.99 (0.91, 1.07) 1.09 (1.00, 1.18)

Abbreviations: BMI, Body Mass Index; CI, Confidence Interval; OR, Odds Ratio

After adjustment for age, sex, race, and Charlson score only individuals who were underweight and obese (OR 1.31;
95% CI 1.06, 1.63 and OR 1.09; CI 1.00, 1.18, respectively, adjusted model likelihood ratio χ2=472, p<0.0001) were
more likely to have an anxiety diagnosis compared to those of normal weight (Table 2). When assessing the relationship
between an anxiety diagnosis of PTSD and BMI, we saw a slightly lower and non-significant association (adjusted OR
(95% CI) of 1.2 (0.6, 2.7)) for those who were underweight, and a stronger association (adjusted OR (95% CI) of 1.4
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(1.1, 1.9) and 2.0 (1.5, 2.6)), seen for those who were overweight and obese, respectively (data not shown).

A significant association between anxiety and BMI was observed only in women when the data were stratified by
sex (Table 3). Among this group, there was a positive association between anxiety and being underweight or obese.
Stratification by race with an adjustment for age and sex showed a significant association between anxiety and BMI
among the White and Black population groups, but not in the Asian or Hispanic groups. A U-shaped association with
anxiety was observed in the White population, but not the Black population. Instead, in the Black population group,
anxiety was associated with only obesity. Age stratification also yielded a U-shaped association with anxiety but only
among the younger age groups (18-29 years). In older adults particularly those over 64 years, obesity had an inverse
association  with  anxiety.  The  overall  chi-square  for  all  models  stratified  by  sex  and  age  group  were  significant
(p<0.0001). When stratified by race, the overall chi-square for the models for blacks (p=0.039) and whites (p<0.0001)
were both significant.

Table 3. Relationship between anxiety and BMI stratified by sex, race, and age.

Underweight
BMI<18.5

Normal weight
18.5≤BMI<25

Overweight
25≤BMI≥29

Obese
BMI≥30

Sexa OR (95%CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)
 Men 1.39 (0.88, 2.20) Referent 0.93 (0.81, 1.07) 0.98 (0.85, 1.13)
 Women 1.30 (1.02, 1.66) Referent 1.01 (0.92, 1.12) 1.14 (1.03, 1.25)
Raceb

 White 1.33 (1.07, 1.67) Referent 0.99 (0.91, 1.07) 1.07 (0.99, 1.17)
 Black 1.03 (0.23, 4.58) Referent 1.66 (0.87, 3.15) 2.35 (1.29, 4.29)
 Asian 1.17 (0.35, 3.90) Referent 0.93 (0.50, 1.73) 0.94 (0.39, 2.29)
 Hispanic 0.92 (0.11, 7.45) Referent 0.83 (0.40, 1.73) 0.88 (0.44, 1.76)
 Other 6.73(0.46, 99.21) Referent 1.28 (0.19, 8.48) 2.02 (0.38, 10.70)
Age groupc

 18-29 1.36 (0.99, 1.86) Referent 1.16 (1.00, 1.36) 1.32 (1.12, 1.55)
 29-49 0.91 (0.55, 1.50) Referent 1.01 (0.89, 1.16) 1.24 (1.09, 1.40)
 49-64 1.55 (0.86, 2.80) Referent 0.92 (0.76, 1.10) 0.79 (0.66, 0.94)
 64-85 1.95 (1.19, 3.20) Referent 0.54 (0.43, 0.67) 0.62 (0.49,0.77)
Abbreviations: BMI, Body Mass Index; CI, Confidence Interval; OR, Odds Ratio
aResults adjusted for age, race and Charlson index.
bResults adjusted for age, sex, and Charlson index.
cResults adjusted for sex, race, and Charlson index.

DISCUSSION

In  this  study,  we  observed  an  overall  U-shaped  association  between  anxiety  and  BMI  in  a  large,  Midwestern
population.  The  overall  results  are  consistent  with  previous  findings  from the  BRFSS,  which  showed an  increased
prevalence of anxiety among participants who were underweight and obese [19]. A similar pattern was observed in a
nationally representative household survey conducted in New Zealand involving over 12,000 participants [13]. This U-
shaped association has also been reported in studies examining relationships between depression and BMI [19, 18].
Previous research has identified possible mechanisms to explain the relationship between anxiety and obesity [9, 10].
For example, dysregulation by obesity of several shared biological pathways such as immuno-inflammatory processes,
oxidative stress, neurotransmitter balance, and neuroprogression have all been associated with anxiety. Other reported
mediators of the relationship between psychiatric disorders and obesity are behavioral and include current and past
unhealthy dietary patterns, lower rates of physical activity, and increased sedentary behaviors documented among obese
individuals [20, 21]. The role of psychotropic medications used in mood disorders on increased BMI is well reported
[22, 23]. It has also been observed that individuals from various ethnic backgrounds differ in how they view themselves
whether as obese or as normal weight [24]. In those who are underweight, the drive for thinness, distorted body image,
low self-esteem, and media influence linking thinness and muscularity to ideal  physique have been correlated with
anxiety and body dissatisfaction [25, 26]. Our findings add to the growing evidence that BMI and anxiety have a non-
linear association and that anxiety may be important at both ends of the weight spectrum

We observed no significant association between BMI and various subtypes of anxiety diagnoses with the exception
of PTSD and other anxiety (anxiety state/anxiety disorder). Results of a meta-analysis by Gariepy et al. supported this
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finding [14]. Our study showed a stronger association between PTSD and those who were overweight or obese; this
association appears to be linear instead of U shaped. While a possible link between PTSD and obesity risk has been
reported, we know of only one other study that showed PTSD, along with social phobia, to be strongly associated with
obesity compared with other anxiety subtypes [13]. Reports that linked childhood abuse with adult obesity and PTSD
with binge-eating disorder suggest a possible pathway from past trauma to obesity that is mediated by emotionally-
driven binge-eating [27, 22].

Our results indicate that associations between anxiety and BMI vary substantially within different demographic
groups.  In  a  sub-analysis  based  on  race,  we  found  a  significant  association  between  anxiety  and  BMI  among
underweight  and obese White individuals following a U-shaped pattern.  In contrast,  this  association was only seen
among  obese  but  not  among  underweight  Blacks  following  more  of  a  J-shaped  curve.  There  was  no  significant
association between anxiety and BMI among Asians or Hispanics. Previous studies examining associations between
anxiety  and BMI in  racial  or  ethnic  minority  populations  are  limited,  particularly  in  the  US.  Lifetime diagnosis  of
anxiety was also low among Hispanics in the BRFSS study compared to non-Hispanic whites but this observation was
not  associated  with  BMI [19].  Interestingly,  contrasting  findings  have  been  reported  in  studies  of  other  population
cohorts. For instance, a study including 1,584 young Nigerian adults found no significant correlation between various
subsets of anxiety and BMI [23], whereas a symmetrical U-shaped relationship between psychological distress and BMI
status  was  noted  in  a  Mediterranean  Spanish  population  [28].  After  controlling  for  age,  Kelly  et  al.  only  found
significantly greater odds of mental illness in the obese and not in the underweight among 46,704 Australian subjects
[29]. Hence, while it appears that race may have a modulating effect on the interaction between anxiety and BMI, other
variables may play equally important roles including socioeconomic conditions, lifestyle, geographical location, and
cultural  differences.  Exploring  these  characteristics  further  may  help  identify  underlying  mechanisms  that  would
account for the observed inconsistencies in findings.

Similarly heterogeneous outcomes were seen when looking into the correlation between anxiety and BMI stratified
by age or sex. We found a U-shaped association between anxiety and BMI among women in our study, but not in men.
Instead, there was a non-significant association between anxiety and underweight among men. Interestingly, more than
half of published studies that stratified data by gender supported a significantly positive trend for anxiety among obese
women;  however  the  same  was  not  seen  in  men  [15].  The  systematic  review  conducted  by  Gariepy  et  al.  even
confirmed a positive association between anxiety and obesity in both male and female sexes [14]. These results differ
from previously reported BRFSS data, which did not show sex to be a significant moderating factor [30]. Two other
studies  also  did  not  see  sex  as  a  conditioning  variable  to  the  relationship  between  anxiety  and  obesity  [13].  This
disparity  between  our  observation  and  those  of  others  may  be  attributed  to  yet  unidentified  variables  that  seem to
modulate sex effect on anxiety and BMI; it further affirms the complexity in the association between these two entities.

The lifetime prevalence of anxiety in the BRFSS study was lowest among those ≥70 years of age [19], a finding
confirmed in this study. Not only did we observe a declining prevalence of anxiety with advancing age, we also noted
contrasting  correlations  between  anxiety  and  BMI  in  individuals  from  49  to  85  years  of  age.  Specifically,  being
underweight  and  elderly  was  associated  with  increased  anxiety,  while  being  obese  and  elderly  had  the  opposite
association. Other studies had reported on this age-related phenomenon. A large study conducted by Brandheim et al.
among Swedish adults also showed that psychological distress decreases with increasing age, regardless of BMI [31];
while another study reported a diminishing probability of having common mental disorders (depression and anxiety)
with rising BMI in older age groups [32]. Kelly and associates likewise noted that elevated odds of mental illness were
apparent for middle-age persons, while lower odds were seen in older individuals [26]. What accounts for increased
odds of having anxiety in underweight older adults has not been well explored but presence of frailty and potential
confounders such as declining physical health and physical inactivity have been suggested [17, 33]. Thus, it appears that
among the older population groups, being underweight is associated with anxiety whereas, weight gain may have a
mitigating effect on the likelihood of having anxiety. Further elucidation of factors underlying this observation would
potentially introduce new areas of focus in mental health care among the elderly.

The  main  strength  of  this  study  resides  in  its  large  sample  size  which  allowed  for  analysis  of  sub-populations,
particularly racial and ethnic minority populations. Likewise, data were obtained using the Rochester Epidemiology
Project linkage system to electronic health records; thus, controlling for biases associated with self-reported mental
health diagnoses and weight. A limitation of this study is that ICD code diagnoses where derived from any visit time
with no knowledge of who made the diagnosis (primary care physician or mental health specialist). Some disorders may
therefore been under- or over-diagnosed. We likewise did not have data available on possible confounding factors (such
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as socioeconomic status and psychotropic medication usage)  that  might  account  for  the observed associations.  The
percentage  of  those  with  and  without  an  anxiety  diagnosis  that  also  had  co-morbid  depression  was  26%  and  8%
respectively.  We  did  not  adjust  for  depression  as  the  two  entities  are  highly  correlated  and  it  was  not  possible  to
separate  out  the  individual  effects  of  depression  in  our  study;  hence,  its  potential  impact  on  study  results  was  not
determined.  The  demographic  characteristics  examined  in  this  study  are  likely  just  a  marker  for  the  underlying
mechanisms  that  explain  the  observed  associations.  However,  these  results  do  suggest  interesting  differences  by
race/ethnicity/age and point to groups that warrant further more detailed study. Our study was also limited by its cross-
sectional nature; longitudinal studies might offer better insight on observed associations. Moreover, the Olmsted County
population captured by the REP accurately reflects the upper Midwest population in gender, age group, and sex [34];
however, findings may differ in other locations. In particular, if race/ethnicity is simply a marker for an underlying
characteristic such as socioeconomic status, these results may not be generalizable to other populations. Replication of
this study in other populations would be useful for understanding underlying characteristics that may drive the observed
associations between anxiety disorders and BMI.

CONCLUSION

Using clinical data, our study showed a non-linear U-shaped association between anxiety and BMI classifications.
Of  greater  implication  to  population  health  management,  our  results  suggest  that  anxiety  may  have  heterogeneous
associations  with  BMI that  are  potentially  influenced  by  demographic  characteristics.  Further  research  on  possible
mechanisms that would account for this finding may help direct efforts in both anxiety and obesity management in
diverse populations.
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